


AIDACS FAMILY MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM 


"AI DACS" is a generic name given to the microcomputer 
systems developed, basing on the Ai Electronics Corp.'s long 
experience in the mini-computer technologies. 

As described in the following, AI DACS offers many varieties, 
all of which are based on the module card system, and is used in 
a wide range of applications from a peripheral device of mini 
computer, a data communication terminal, or single micro
computer up to a large control system of the world's largest blast 
furnace. And besides, the FDPS system with the floppy disk 
operating system is also available for a programming tool and/or 
management of various files. AIDACS would be a full -scale 
microcomputer with the disk operating system singular in the 

AI DACS-2000D 
RACK-MOUNT TYPE MICROCOMPUTER SET 

AIDACS-2000D is composed of several modules comb ined as 
to -satisfy the requir'ements of the users in general, and has the 
construction suitable to rack-mounting. This system is available 
in six versions from Model 1 to 6, and used in many applications 
as CPU main frame with in a microcomputer system and a tape
base programming tool. It contains ROM writer, and TTY and 
PTR interfaces within its frame, and can accommodate the exter
nal I/O systems as many as desired. And further, its capability 
as a programming tool may be enhanced only by adding the 
floppy disk unit with DOSKET which will be explained later. 

AI DACS-2000 FDPS 
FLOPPY DISK PROGRAMMING SYSTEM 

FDPS consists of a main frame of 2000E Type and floppy disk 
drivels) . A complete software system is indispensable to a pro
gramming tool. In FDPS, you can use a floppy disk operating 
system, DOSKET-2000, free of charge. Unrivaled capabilities and 
uniqueness of FDPS supported by DOSKET can not be followed 
by other products, beyond comparison with the tape-base 
programming tool. FDPS is a new field of microcomputer 
opened by the Ai Electronics Corp .'s accumulated technologies 
and its foresight. Addition of I/O devices and/or floppy disks 
are quite easy. 
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history of microcomputer. A newly announced ,u-PAC-20 is an 
exclusive-use control module unit. 

"AI MAX", a hospital accounting machine (not mentioned in 
this leaflet), is used in many hospitals in Japan, being unrivaled 
in its software system. 

AIDACS is not a bare system only with CPU chip mounted 
on a printed circuit board_ It is a complete system backed by 
high computer technologies and sophisticated software support 
obtained from our long experience _ 

AIDACS-3000 series using the Z-80 or 8085 CPU, the most 
likely candidate in future, is now available_ 

AIDACS-2000 
MODULE CARD GROUP 

All AI DACS are designed systematically basing on the stand
ard module card which can be seen in the picture. 

Beside the standard microcomputer, machines composed as 
system component convenient in special applications are used in 
various fields as blind controllers . These machines are all design
ed basing on the unified common bus specification to allow the 
free arrangement and/or addition of machines on the bus. 

In addition to those cards being used for building the main 
frame such as CPU and memory, the interfacing modules covering 
the most I/O devices on market are included in the AI DACS 
system module group totalling to 150 kinds to be used with 
AIDACS-2000/3000 series and other mini-computers system
atically. 

AI DACS-2000E 
DESK·TOP TYPE MICROCOMPUTER SET 

AIDACS-2000E is the improved version of 2000D Type hou s
ed in a desk-top casing uniquely designed in consideration of 
rack mounting facili t.ies, and has a design similar to FDPS and 
FDU. 

There are six versions from Model 1 to 6 which you can 
choose according to your requirement. 

Though same is true in D Type, E Type is designed proposing 
to use the floppy disk OS by increasing the floppy disk units, 
and is provided with ten extra slots for interface cards to com
pact a microcomputer system of relatively large configuration. 
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AIDACS-2000/3000 FDU 
EXTENSION FLOPPY DISK DR IVE UNIT 

FOU is composed of one or two floppy disk drives, selector 
channel unit and power supply housed in one casing, and used as 
an additional floppy device of A-20000, 2000E, FOPS, etc . It 
is designed similarly to 2000E and FOPS considering the uni
formity as a system, and can be used rack-mounted, though 
designed as a desk top type. It may be used as an additional 
device to E Type of A-3000 series and FOPS in common. 
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AIDACS-3000 FOPS 
FLOPPY DISK PROGRAMMING SYSTEM 

FOPS 3000 series has been designed with the same philosophy 
as FOPS 2000 series, and was announced early on as a tool of 
software development of Z-80 CPU chip. FOPS with floppy disk 
can perform its functions very efficiently by the help of the 
floppy disk operating system, OOSKET. 

It is possible to satisfy the high level requirements by using 
the extensively increased functions of Z-80 while maintaining 
the software compatibility with 8080. 

Compared with 8080, Z-80 allows more than 50% improve
ment in processing speed, length of program, i.e. memory size, 
and the I ike to largely raise the system throughput. 
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AI DACS-2000 ,u-PAC-20 
MICRO CONTROLLER 

The ,u-PAC-20 is a function component to be used for various 
comparatively simple controls with necessary functions built in 
a small and light-weight casing. There are many applications such 
as, for instance, a substitute for relay sequence controller. This 
unit has the numerical calculation function as it adapts the 
microcomputer method, and will be the central units of the 
future control systems. 

Beside CPU and memory, the ,u-PAC-20 contains the isolated 
I/O ports of 32 channels each, interrupt feature, timer, etc. 
in its small and light-weight casing, and both hardware and soft
ware may expect a full-range support of AIOACS system. Build
ing into the board, changing, and/or adding are quite easy as it is 
of a complete module type . 

AIDACS-3000E 
DESK·TOP TYPE MICROCOMPUTER SET 

AIOACS-3000E is a new microcomputer set announced fol
lowing the 2000 series. Its hardware system is almost the same as 
that of 2000E type. It has almost the same hardware construc
tion as 2000E type, and is available in six versions from Model 1 
to 6. 

AIDACS-3000E using Z-80 CPU chip announced by Mostek is 
expected to be the most likely future microcomputer to super
sede 8080. 

With E Type, though a program is handled on the tape base, 
OOSKET may be used by adding FDU. It covers all the functions 
of 8080 CPU, extensively increasing its capability to play the 
leading role among the future microcomputers which aim at the 
higher applications . 

Although the follow ing p ictures show the most popular I/O 
configurations w ith AIDACS-2000/3000 as a central computer, 
any combination is permitted under the complete software con
trol of the floppy disk operating system,OOSKET. 

AIOACS-2000 FOPS 



SOFTWARE SYSTEM of AIDACS-2000 and 3000 FLOPPY OS-OOSKET-2000/3000 for FOPS 

Although the programmings in AIOACS-2000, 20000, and 
2000E systems are based on the paper tape, addition of the 
floppy disk is allowed to make the run of binary objects prepared 
by FOPS possible . 

FOPS is used not only for various applications but as a pro
gramming tool of the microcomputers of other manufacturers 
using 8080 CPU, and provided with the powerful support of the 
floppy disk operating system, 00SKET-2000. This is the same in 
A-3000 series which uses Z-80 . We can offer the system programs 
on either tape base or floppy OS base. 

The operating system which uses the floppy disks is called 
"OOSKET". It can be used not only for AIDACS softwar~, but 
as a programming tool of other microcomputer using 8080 or 
Z-80. OOSKET has been completed by the Ai Electronics Corp.'s 
long experience and highly leveled techniques. OOSKET solves 
the problems in programming the microcomputers and improves 
the efficiency of the microcomputer many times over. 

OUTLINE of SOFTWARES for OOSKET-2000/3000 

MAIN SYSTEM PROGRAMS on PAPER TAPE BASE 

BI N-2000/3000 
ASP-2000/3000 
EDIT-2000/3000 
MONITOR-2000/3000 
WRITER-21 

Binary Loader 
Absolute Assembler 
Symbolic Text Editor 
Real·Time Debugging Monitor 
ROM Writer Program (1702/1702A) 
ditto (1702/1702A) 

Boostrap Loader (ROM) 
DSMAIN 
JOBCON-2000/3000 
I/O Driver Routines 
ASMB·2000/3000 
EDIT-2000/3000 
DEB- 2000/3000 
1I N K -2000/3000 
STPT 

22 
23 ditto (1702A, 2704, 2708) 

WRITER- 2000/3000 

Various Check Programs 
SSL- 2000/3000 

SSL-2000/3000 System Subroutine Library 
INIT 
LOADER 
SUPERVISOR CALL 
FORT-2000/3000 
AICAL-2000/3000 
BASIC-2000/3000 
Others 

These programs are all processed in the absolute mode. Relo
catable process is only permitted within the OOSKET. User's 
programs prepared on the paper tape base are kept interchange
able with OOSKET by the STPT program provided within the 
OOSKET. 

Neither tape base system program nor OOSKET in symbolic 
or binary form is released outside the corporation. All of these 
programs are offered to the users of the system, free of charge. 
However, in case of SSL-2000/3000, all programs on the program 
list are opened as the programs must be prepared by users in the 
absolute mode. 

LIBRARY SUBROUTINES in SSL-2000/3000 
(Completely based on FORTRAN IV) 

1) COMPLEX NUMBER TYPE 
SSL 84 Logarithmic Function 
SSL 83 Trigonometric Function 

(SIN/COS) 
SSL 
SSL 
SSL 

82 
81 
80 

Square Root 
Exponential Function 
Fundamental Arithmetic, Abso
lute Value, Minus Number, Loga
rithmic Function 

2) DOUBLE PRECISION REAL NUMBER 
TYPE 

SSL 60 

SSL 59 

SSL 58 
SSL 57 
SSL 56 
SSL 54 
SSL 53 
SSL 52 

SSL 51 

SSL 50 

Logarithmic Function (Natural 
Logarithm, Common Logarithm) 
Trigonometric Function 
(SIN/COS) 
I nverse Trigonometric Function 
(ATAN/ATAN 2) 
Square Root 
Exponential Function 
Subroutine of the above 4 parts 
Conversion to ASC II Code 
Maximum Value/Minimum Value 
Maximum Value/Minimum Value 
(Using is different from the above) 
Remainder, Change of Sign, Cut 
off 
Fundamental Arithmetic, Abso
lute Value, Minus Number, Nor
malization, Checking 

3) REAL NUMBER TYPE 
SSL 30 Random Number Function 
SSL 28 Logarithmic Function (Natural 

SSL 27 

SSL 26 
SSL 25 

SSL 24 
SSL 23 

SSL 22 
SSL 21 
SSL 20 

SSL 19 
SSL 18 
SSL 17 

Logarithm, Common Logarithm) 
Trigonometric Function 
(SIN/COS) 
Inverse Trigonometric Function 
(ATAN/ATAN 2) 
Square Root 
Exponential Function, Hyper
bolic Tangent 
Subroutine of the above 4 parts 
Conversion from ASCII Code 
(Double Precision Real Number 
Type, incld.) 
Conversion to ASC II Code 
Maximum Value/Minimum Value 
Maximum Value/Minimum Value 
(Using differs from the above) 
Excess 
Remainder, Cut off 
Fundamental Arithmetic, Abso
lute Value, Minus Number, Nor
malization, Checking 

Program (RAM resident) 
Job Controller (Floppy-resident) 

Relocatable Macro Assembler 
Symbolic Text Editor 
Real Time Debugging Monitor 
Linkage Loader for Paper Tape 
Storage Program for Paper Tape Version 
Auto ROM Writer Program 
(1702A, 2704, 2708) 
System Subroutine Library 
Diskette Sheet I nitializer 
Linkage Loader for Diskette 

FORTRAN IV Compiler 
Compiler Language for Numerical Calculation 
ditto 

4) DOUBLE PRECISION INTEGER 
NUMBER TYPE 

SSL 16 Conversion to/from ASCII Code 
(I nteger Number Type, incld.) 

SSL 15 Change of Sign (Real Number 
Type, incld.) 

SSL 14 
SSL 13 

Remainder 
Fundamental Arithmetic, Abso
lute Value, Minus Number,.Check
ing 

SSL 12 Multiplication/Division without 
Sign 

5) INTEGER NUMBER TYPE 
SSL 11 Maximum Value/Minimum Value 
SSL 10 Maximum Value/Minimum Value 

(Using differs from the above) 
SS L 09 Excess, Change of Sign 
SSL 08 Remainder 
SSL 07 Fundemental Arithmetic, Abso

6) OTHERS 
SSL 06 
SSL 05 
SSL 04 
SSL 03 
SSL 02 
SSL 01 

lute Value 

Change of Type 
Subroutine for System (Data Get) 
Error Output Routine 
Subroutine for System (Data Push) 
Universal Register SavelTake 
Universal Register Save/Take 
(Number of Registers is different) 
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Telex: 246-6176 AIELEC. 

OSAKA BRANCH 307 Tamura Bldg., 6-19-12, Higashi-mikuni, 
Yodogawa-ku, Osaka 532, Japan. 
Phone: Osaka (06) 391-7317 
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